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They Bring Me To You
Joshua Radin

Joshua Radin - They Bring Me To You
Capo 4

The into is identical to the verse with some of Radin s classic freestyle
fingerpicking 
thrown in (C-G-Dm-F)

Im 99.99% sure these chords are accurate with respect to the Capo on fret 4.
Please 
and rate.

Verse:

(C)                 (G)  (Dm)
You looked like the sun
     (F)           (C)
I was the only one
          (G)                  (Dm)        (F)       (Am)
who could stare until you were done shining on me
          (C)                (F)                 (G)    (Am)
and as we drank our wine and let the world fade away
        (C)                (F)               (G)
the sunrise tried to end it while we tried to stay.

Pre-Chorus:

 (F)                (G)                       (Am)    
 (F)
     The rest of my life can t compare to this night
             (G)                      (Am)     (G)
and only the heartaches have given me sight,

Chorus:

                 (C)   (G)
They bring me to you,
                 (F)    (G)
They bring me to you.

Verse, Pre Chorus, chorus: (Identical to Above)



Moon pours through the ceiling tonight
embraces us tight
shows me we re right for each other
and as we lie here and let the world fade away
the sunrise tries to end it while we try to stay.

The rest of my life can t compare to this night
and only the heartaches have given me sight,
They bring me to you,
They bring me to you,
           (C)        (G)
They bring me to you,
           (F)        (G)
They bring me to you.

Bridge:
(E)           (F)                     (C)
    It s all about the first night and last,
            (G)
some people say
                (F)            (C)
well I love you so much more tonight,
                (G)
more than yesterday.

Final Pre Chorus and Chorus: (Refer to Original)

The rest of my life can t compare to this night
and only the heartaches have given me sight,
They bring me to you,
They bring me to you,
They bring me to you,
They bring me to you.

(End on C)


